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It is shown that regular control on regular and linear kolam array grammars 
does not increase their generative capacity, while CF and CS controls increase 
their generative capacity. 
It is well known that regular control on regular grammar does not increase 
its generative capacity, while context-free and context-sensitive controls do 
(Salomaa, 1973). The right and left linear rules for string languages have been 
extended to up and down linear rules in two dimensions, and array rewriting 
rules have been introduced in Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan (1973). 
In order to distinguish these array grammars which were motivated by the 
kolam patterns (Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan, 1974) from those 
in Rosenfeld (1973), we refer to the former as kolam array grammars (KAG) 
and the languages generated as kolam array languages (KAL). There are 
nine classes of KAL depending on whether each of the two phases in the 
derivations i regular, CF, or CS. In this paper, we combine together the three 
classes (R : R), (R : CF), and (R : CS) and call that family regular to reflect 
the first phase. Further, the definition is extended to linear kolam array 
grammars and we establish that regular control on regular and linear kolam 
array grammars does not increase their generative capacity while CF and CS 
controls do, thus generalizing the well-known results on the effect of control 
on regular sets. 
DEfinITION 1. G = (N,/,  T, P, S) is a kolam array grammar (KAG) 
where N is a finite set of nonterminals, I a finite set of intermediates, T a 
finite set of terminals, P = P1 u P2 with P1 a finite set of nonterminal rules 
and P2 a finite set of terminal rules of the form S~ -+ A, S~ ~ N, A e/ ,  S in 
N is the start symbol, and for each A in / ,  Mx is an intermediate language 
which is regular, CF, or CS whose terminals are arrays over T of a fixed 
number of rows or a fixed number of columns. 
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The KAG is called a (X : Y) KAG where X refers to the first phase of the 
derivation and Y to the second phase. Thus X is regular if the rules in P1 
A 
are of the form (i) S 1 -~ S2A or S 1 --~ De, or (ii) S 1 --> SeA or S 1 -+ $2, 
A A 
or (iii) S 1 ---> AS  e or S~ -+S~,  or (iv) SI --~ AS  2 or S~ ~ S~ and linear if the 
A A 
rules in P1 are of the form S 1 ~ SeA , S 1 --~ S~ , S 1 ~ AS ,  , or $1 ~ Se where 
S 1 , S 2 ~ N and A ~ L Y refers to the intermediate language and may be 
regular, CF, or CS. 
We write a ~ t? to denote a step of a derivation and *~, the reflexive, 
transitive closure of ~ .  
DEFINITION 2. M(G) = {MID *~G Mc T ++} is a (X : Y) KAL  iff G is a 
(X : Y) KAG where X may be regular or linear and Y, regular, CF, or CS. 
Controlled kolam arrays are obtained by placing the control on the non- 
terminal and terminal rules of the KAG. Thus the control acts only during 
the first phase of the derivation and may be chosen to be regular, CF, or CS. 
Formally, (7 ) (X :Y )KAG is a 7 controlled kolam array grammar G '= 
(G, C) where G is a (X : Y) KAG with X regular or linear, Y regular, CF, 
or CS and C is a control language in Y where 7 may be regular, CF, or CS. 
M(G')  = {MID *~ M} is a (7)(2 : Y) KAL iff G' is a (7)(2 : Y) KAG. 
We now establish that 
but 
and 
(R)(X : Y) KAL = (X : Y) KAL  
(CF)(X : Y) KAL  ~ (X : Y) KAL, 
(CS)(X : Y) KAL  D (X : Y) KAL. 
THEOREM. The class of (R)(X : Y) KAL  equals the class of (X  : Y)  KAL, 
with X in R or Lin and Y in R, CF, or CS. 
Pro@ LetG=<G 1 ,C)  whereGl i sa (L in :Y )KAG,  Y inR ,  CF, or 
CS and C a regular control language. G 1 = (N1, I, T, P, S) with P = 
P1 t_) Pe and F1, Fe denote the labels of productions in P1 and Pe respectively. 
C is generated by the regular grammar G e = (N~, F 1 u Fe, F, X0) with 
rules in F of theform X~ --. fX j ,  X i --~ g, X i ,  & ~ Ne, f ~ E l ,  g ~ F e . 
Let G' - - (N ' , I ,T ,  P I 'uP2 ' ,S ' ) ,  S ' - - (S ,  Xo), N '=NI  ×Ne and 
PI '  w P~' constructed as follows: To each rule X i --+ fX~,  in F where f is 
the label of the rule S 1 --~ v, ($1, X~) --+ v' ~ PI' where v' = (De, X~)A or 
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A(S2, Xj) or ($2, X~.) or (S2,Xs) according as v = S2A or AS s or S~ or 
$2, $1, $2 ~ N1 and d e I. To each rule X i --~ g in F where g is the label of 
A 
the rule S~ -+ A in P2, ($1, X~) --* A E P2'. It is clear that M(G) = M(G'). 
Similarly it can be established that regular control on regular kolam array 
grammars does not increase the generative capacity. 
We provide examples to show that CF and CS controls on regular and 
linear kolam arrays increase their generative capacity. 
EXAMPLE 1. The picture class consisting of I's of different sizes but the 
same proportion is generable by a (CF : R) KAG but not by a (R : R) KAG 
(Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan, 1973). This picture class can be 
n+l 2 n generated by placing the CF control {flfsEf~(fsf  a )~fddn >~ 0} on the 
(R : R) KAG whose P1 rules are {fl: S -+ S, f2: S --+ SO, f3: S -* SC, 
B 
f4: S--+ S}, terminal rules P2 = {fs: S -+ A} and intermediate languages 
(')n 
MA =(x}, M~ ={(')n/n>~ 1}, M c=(x /n>~ 1}, Mo ={x,,/n >~ 1}, 
M~ = {x'~/n >~ 1}. 
EXAMPLE 2. Staircases of x's of all sizes and all proportions are not 
generable by any CF KAG (Krithivasan and Siromoney, 1974). It can be 
seen that the CS control 0,>1 ({(flmf2~)~/m, n >/ 1} "f3) on the nonterminal 
rules of the (R : R) KAG of Example 2.1(a) in Siromoney, Siromoney and 
Krithivasan (1973), generates this class of arrays, by suitably modifying the 
intermediate languages. 
EXAMPLE 3. Example 2.10 in Siromoney, Siromoney, and Krithivasan 
(1973) is a (CS : CS)KAL which cannot be generated by any (CF : CS)KAG. 
It can be shown that this picture class can be generated by a CF controlled 
(Lin : CS) KAG. 
EXAMPLE 4. The subclass of the picture class in Example 3 consisting 
of rectangular arrays whose sides are of lengths 3.2 ~ and 3.2 n (m, n >/0) 
is generable by a CS controlled (Lin : CS) KAG. 
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